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land from France.122 But this belief, as the recently pub-
lished German documents show, is not altogether correct.
The misconception has arisen in part from prejudice and
ignorance, and in part from the fact that writers have sup-
posed that the Kaiser's Bjorko maneuver and Billow's
Morocco moves formed parts of one and the same consistent
German policy.
Confronted suddenly with the accomplished fact of an
Anglo-French Agreement, in which Germany had not been
consulted though German interests were involved, and in
which there were good reasons for suspecting that secret
clauses lurked behind the public declarations, Billow and
the Kaiser both felt that something must be done. But
they differed as to what this should be.
Billow preferred to adopt a sphinx-like silence, waiting
until Delcasse should formally notify Germany of the
Moroccan agreement, and offer guarantees for her com-
mercial interests and some equivalent compensations. When
Delcasse had continued to ignore Germany for nearly a year,
Billow tried to serve notice on him by forcing the Kaiser
to make the spectacular diplomatic gesture at Tangier ,in
March, 1905. This was altogether repugnant to the Kaiser,
Nothing shows this more strikingly than a phrase in one
of his letters to Billow:
Do not forget that you persuaded me personally, against
my willj to go to Tangier for the sake of the success of your
122 Cf. Tardieu, pp. 170 ff; Bourgeois et Pages, pp. 307 ff.; Viscount
Grey reiterates this belief in at least four passages, Twenty-Five Years, I,
51, 69, 75, 99; cf. also 108 f. So for instance p. 51: "In British minds, cer-
tainly in my own, the Anglo-French Agreement was not regarded as
more than I have described it. It was the subsequent attempts of Ger-
many to shake or break it that turned it into an Entente. These at-
tempts were not long in coming. The German Emperor made a visit
that was like a demonstration at Tangier, and in 1905 the German
Government forced the French, by what was practically a challenge,
to dismiss M. Delcasse (their Minister for Foreign Affairs who had made
the Franco-British Agreement) and to agree to an international con-
ference about Morocco",

